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MISSOULA, MONTANA, MAY, 1900
When this number of the Kaimin is in the hands of its
readers, the Board of Editors for the year 1899-1900 will
have accomplished its little part, made its little bow, and
disappeared from the scene of activity. In submitting this,
our last effort, with which we step down and out, there are
a few things we would like to say to all who have taken an
interest in the progress of the Kaimin.
Without taking much credit upon ourselves, we believe
that we have reason to feel considerable satisfaction with
the advancement made in the Kaimin during the last year.
Its circulation has been larger, its financial conditon has
been more encouraging, and it has attracted more atten
tion to itself, than heretofore. We do not give ourselves
credit for this state of affairs, but rather, acknowledge,
with much gratitude, the help that has been given us by
the students and by the citizens of Missoula—the former
by their contributions to the columns of the paper, and by
their interest in, and appreciation of our efforts to please
them; and the latter for their generous financial aid, in giv
ing us their advertisements, and for their words of ap
proval and praise. We feel that these have been the prin
cipal elements in the realizing of our ambitions, and wish
to express our thanks for them. We have done our best to
make the Kaimin as interesting and instructive as possible.
We have made it our sole purpose to produce a paper
which would meet with the favor of our readers. It re
mains now for the next Board to raise the standard of ex
cellence still higher and to arouse a still greater interest in
the Kaimin for itself. We have gladly done our part.
And right here we would like to put in a little plea for a
more exciting competition for positions upon the editorial
staff. It should be considered an honor and a privilege to
be an editor of the college publication, and since the Board
is determined by competition, let it be entered into with
more spirit, and let the contributions be numerous and ex
cellent enough to entitle the writers to positions! With
these words of thanks and counsel, we bid you—au revoir.
This is the third Commencement in the history of the
University of Montana. For the third time the institution
loses a part of its best students, and the next college year
will open* with its ranks minus seven of the familiar faces

which have been found there for the last four years. All
of the members of the class of ’00 have been active partici
pants in every University event. They are identified with
the history of the institution, and have been regarded for
so long as a part of it, that it hardly seems possible that
they are to sever their connection with it now. But con
tinued change is one of the unvarying laws of Nature, and
since we are creatures of circumstance, we must learn to
adapt ourselves to it. And when we remember that this
time is the consummation and reward of four years of
work, for which this event has been the one goal, we
can but congratulate our Seniors, and be glad with them.
We who are left behind will miss them, but we console
ourselves with the fact that after commencement day is
over, when the hoods have been placed around their
shoulders, and the diplomas are tangible things in their
hands, a little shade of sadness will creep over them, and
a wave of regret will insinuate itself into their otherwise
gratified feelings, and they will look back upon their
college life with a pang of sorrow that it has ended.
With heartiest wishes for their future success and
happiness, the Kaimin bids them farewell.
On another page of the Kaimin will be found an ac
count of the Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest. This event
was peculiarly fortunate in a great many ways, not the
least of which were the bringing in contact of the higher
institutions of learning in the state, and the impetus given
to college spirit as well as to oratory. It was the most
successful public event in the history of the University,
and heralds the near approach of that enthusiasm and
loyalty for things collegiate for which we have been wait
ing so long. We are rejoicing, not only because we won
the contest, but also because a new era has begun. On
the night of the contest, Missoula witnessed the first real
college demonstration in its history. The city will be used
to these things before very long.
TH E BIOLOGICAL D E P A R T M E N T
HE department of Biology was organized in Febru
ary. 1897. Previous to this time nothing had been
done in this line, and very little material had been
purchased. During the three years and a half that the de-,
partment has been in existence the work done will speak
for what has been accomplished.
An examination of the last catalogue or president’s re
port will give a full account of the material at the dis
posal of the department for work at the present time. No
one can read this report without noting the advance that
has been made during the time work has continued. It is
no disparagement to any one to state that the biological
laboratory at the university is the best in the state, and
there is no reason why it should not always be so. The
university is the place where the teachers of biology in the
state will largely receive their instruction, and they should
have ample equipment and material to work with.
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The rooms allotted to the department are two on the
first floor of the main building and two in the basement.
One of those in the basement has been given over to the
work in geology, and from the other is cut off the dark
room for photography and the store room of the depart
ment. The remaining space is used as a preparation room;
where material is stored and prepared for class and for the
museum.
In regard to desks, instruments, material, and equip
ment of various kinds, students are given the best that
is to be had. It is considered that to do the best work
there should be the best facilities, and that good tools
should demand good work. Each student works alone, per
forming all experiments himself, being neither hampered
by some one slower or pushed by some one doing faster
work. The spirit in the laboratory is for each student to
work out his own results, and to learn to do by doing.
The work of the students has from the first been progress
ive, and to-day there is the best work in the department
that has ever been done.

ence can be taught to-day without material to place in the
hands of the student. This requires material both varied
in amount and to some extent liberal in quantity. Neither
beginners nor advanced students can be put to work of any
consequence, either demanding effort or producing the best
results, without material for use. To provide this has been
the task during spare moments since the department was
organized. That success in some measure has been at
tained is attested both by the work of the students and
the observations of visitors. One friend remarked that it
was amazing to him how so much had been gathered in so
short a time in the different departments. The collections
embrace several hundred bird skins, many small mammal
skins, a large series of alcoholic animals for museum and
class, several thousand sheets of plants, a good collection
of insects for museum and class, with several hundred
bottles and vials filled with smaller material. Mounted
slides have been made to a number exceeding fifteen
hundred. Several papers of considerable importance have
been prepared from the material collected, and material to

BI2LOGICAL LABORATORY

The range of work offered is as varied and as wide as
the teaching force will permit. Already the limit of teach
ing has been reached in a number of classes without help,
while the varied work of the different classes in the labora
tory adds to the requirements and attention which the
growing work demands. Naturally, when the department
was organized the classes were few, but as the work
grows in years and number of students there are addition
al demands for classes. The older the institution becomes
the greater the number of advanced students, and the ad
vanced students are those which make a department feel
that work of some consequence is being done.
One of the first efforts made by the department was
the collection of material to work with. No class in sci

illustrate the papers is in the department.
The department has taken an active interest in the
development of the various collections of the museum.
There is no doubt but that in this state a museum is a
much more valuable feature than in other localities where
cities are more numerous and large collections not in
frequent. There is no museum- of consequence between
Minneapolis and the coast. Every year dozens of expedi
tions come to the Rocky Mountains and take away tons of
material and thousands of specimens to eastern institu
tions. A well regulated museum is -a very valuable and
necessary adjunct to all lines of scientific study and re
search. Not only is it of value to the work of the depart
ments, but conducted on a proper basis and properly ar
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ranged and labelled it becomes a great educational factor
for the public. With these views the head of the depart
ment of biology has made every effort possible to make a
good start in museum collections and display. Others have
been equally interested, and have worked as faithfully.
The result is a good start, with some valuable collections.
The space allotted for museum is full to overflowing, kind
friends have donated generously, and the collections have
grown rapidly. In one year the museum room was filled,
and the call has already been made for more space. With
the collections to be made this summer the space will be
packed full to overflowing, but the work of collecting will
be prosecuted vigorously, believing the authorities will see
that the material is properly housed.
The establishment of the biological station and summer
school of science at Flathead Lake is the development of
plans from this department. No work of any consequence
has been- done on inland waters at high altitudes, and the
life of the great northwest is almost unknown. The area
is large, and the workers are few, but the opportunities are
great. From all sections have come hearty commendations
of the plan, with an expression of the expectation of good
results. The object to be attained is two-fold. To help
those engaged in biological work in study and in the
schools of the state, and to work out some of the scientific
and economic problems in the state. The schools need the
development of the biological science in their midst. There
is not a biological laboratory in any high school in the
State of Montana. The department of biology in the
university will make every effort to bring this work to the
plane it deserves* and has reached in other states, and will
be enabled through the work of the station to offer oppor
tunity during the summer for work in these lines. Last
summer a start was made.
The coming summer the
months of July and August will be spent in the field, the
first month in collecting, the second in the field laboratory
at the lake.
The influence of the department is felt not only in the
university, but over the state as well. The professor is a
member of the State Board of Game and Fish Commis
sioners, and is making strong efforts to protect game and
fish and to secure better legislation for this purpose. He
is also identified prominently with other organizations in
the state for similar ends. During the past year between
2000 and 3000 letters have been sent out on various lines to
citizens of the state. The good work and enthusiasm can
not fail to be of benefit to these causes, and incidentally
places the university, by this means, more or less prom
inently before the people.
It will be seen from this brief sketch that the work of
the department in the few years of its existence has had
a steady and rapid growth, and its influence has been con
tinually increasing. The number of advanced students has
grown rapidly, and demands of time and material as a
consequence have increased.
The outlook for the future is promising. Several stud
ents will put in the summer at the station in work. Col
lectors will be out most of the summer for material. The
students of the present year will in liberal numbers con
tinue work in the department, next year. By this means
still better work can be done. One new course has been
added for next year, a course in scientific photography, in
conjunction with the department of chemistry. Otherwise
the work will continue as scheduled in the catalogue for
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last year, and as outlined in the new catalogue. There is
only one thing much desired that cannot be had,—the ex
tension of the day beyond twenty-four hours so as to per
mit of more work being accomplished.
GEOLOGY AND P A L A E O N T O L O G Y IN T E E
U N IV E R SIT Y
HOSE who have an interest in the growth and pros
perity of the State University have just cause to
rejoice at the good beginning made in the line of
geology. Those who visit the institution are surprised at
the amount of material that has been collected and ar
ranged in so short a time. A large part of the museum
is devoted to geology and mineralogy and all the available
room on the upper floor of Science Hall is occupied by
cases filled with minerals and rock samples. A large room
in the basement of the University Hall is crowded with
fossils from one geological period. Most of this collection
has come to the University within the last year and a
half. This has all been done, too, without the establish
ment of any geological department. The most has come
as gifts and with little cost to the University. It is begin
ning to attract interest through the state and if properly
encouraged the contributions will undoubtedly grow larger
each year.
Though the collection may seem insignificant when
compared with those of some larger institutions, yet few
indeed have had so valuable a collection in the first years
of their growth, and there is much here of interest to,,
geologists and palaeontologists in all parts of the world.
Each geological region has its own individual peculiarities,
its assemblage of strata and its own fossils and minerals.
Every state has something of peculiar interest and in this
respect Montana is not in the rear.
A year and a half ago the collection was small, occu
pying only two cases and much of the material was useless
as it was not classified and arranged, and the material was
not properly labeled. 'Now most of the material is ar
ranged, part of it being catalogued to prevent mistakes
and confusion.
Perhaps a few figures will give a fair idea of the bize
of the collection.
There are over 1000 rock samples including sets from
different regions. About 150 illustrate what is sometimes
called phenomenal geology, as nodules, concretions, wave
and ripple marks, glacial scratches, veins, etc. There are
150 rock samples from the IT. S. Geological survey.
There are about 850 mineral specimens representing 177
species.
In the museum are 150 samples of fossil wood showing
a great variety.
Of fossils exclusive of vertebrates there are something
like 1200 specimens. There are 250 samples of fossil leaves
from the Cretaceous of Montana and the Carboniferous of
Iowa: and 1000 invertebrates from the Cambrian. Devonian,
Carboniferous. Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tirtiarvy of Mon
tana, the Palaeozoic of the Mississippi valley and from the
Chalk of England.
The fine set of ores includes over 400 specimens.
Besides this are a good many samples of coal and build
ing stones.
Not counted with (lie above are many duplicates stored
in boxes. When more of *Ms surplus material is collected
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it is expected that sets will be made,'and lists prepared for
exchanged The museum in this way can, at comparatively
little expense procure minerals, ores, fossils, etc., from
other states and countries thus increasing enormously the
value of the collection to the students of geology.
The vertebrate collection, though not the property of
the University contains many hundreds of specimens, rep
resenting, perhaps, between 75 and 100 species.
Some undoubtedly think that a good many of the
specimens look alike and think there is more material
than is needed as some of the samples seem to be com-

/AU SE

As considerable has already been said about what has
already been done I think it will be more interesting to
give a little idea of the held that opens up before the
geological student in this state by giving a very few of
the questions that are continually arising.
1.
Of what age are these hard beds of quartzyte and
slate that are seen in the region around Missoula and
occupying the country to the eastward? No one knows
yet? Do they contain any valuable minerals? What rela
tion do the mineral veins farther east bear to these rocks
and to the limestones and granites of that region?

vn

2. North and northwest of Missoula are at least two
mon, worthless looking rocks. We have not time to ex- I
localities
where the rocks contain fossil leaves. To what
plain here but will only say that when one makes a care
trees
did
they belong and of what age is the formation?
ful study in any line he finds thatrthere is not enough of
anything.
These beds have never been studied. Often coal is closely
associated with leaf beds and we know that is the case
There is nothing that advertises a school and gives it
here.
Are there any of these coal beds that will pay for
a reputation like original investigation. If in a town the
working?
size of Drummond an institution were started with but ten
3. Dast summer in some hard rock near Drummond
pupils and one or two were thorough, careful, accurate j
some delicate ferns and some broader three-parted and
investigators, and they were furnished the necessary means
five parted leaves were found. This is a much older forma
for research, that school would be known all over the
tion than the one above mentioned. The ferns are similar
world among scientists whether the other eight or nine
students did any work or not. We have not the remotest | to some found recently near Great Falls. The formation
had been previously studied in Canada and had been
desire to urge any man or woman fo do this kind of work.
named the Kootenai Beds. In both of these regions the
This, if it come at all, must come of a persons own de
beds contain coal. Are these near Drummond- the Kootenai
sire and adaptability. If a person is not naturally capaci
Beds and do they contain coal in this region?
tated for that kind of work and has a passion for it he will
4. Far up. on one of the highest mountains of the
make a pitiable mess of it. What ought to be done, how
beautiful rugged Madison range a few years ago I clam
ever, is this: If one has an inclination in that line and can
bered alone, up through the woods, over a high grassy park
do good work, he ought to be given the chance to do it. Of
over bare slides composed of blocks of p o r p h y ry to where
course students should be given something of this kind
there was almost nothing but rocks. Above these lava
of work to start them in independence of thought and
beds were layers of sandstone and dark layers of lime or
take them out of the world of books into the world of
thought and of Nature.
shale that had been deposited in a sea. Slabs of hard
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sandstone had slid down from a ledge above. On some
of these slabs were impressions of ferns and of leaves of
trees. Above in other layers with shells. All these fossils
are different from anything else in the collection. In Cali
fornia a formation has been found containing similar shells.
Is this the same formation? These comparatively thin
beds have lava above and below. If there had been any
coal in these beds the heat of the lava flow would probably
have changed it to hard coal.

r*
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gree of certainty the geological age. This forms a valt*
able basis for future study. This work, too, is excellent
for the student as it requires careful work and develops
self-reliance.
With regard to the naming and describing of the verte
brate fossils from the Miocene lake beds the work seems
to progress slowly when one looks at the amount to be
done. One paper, however, is now in press and will un
doubtedly be ready for distribution before this number

“»** GEOLOGICAL ROO/A

5.
It is estimated' that from the sand and gravel of of the Kaimin is issued. Its title is “The Miocene Lake
Beds of Montana and Descriptions of some New Verte
Alder Gulch $100,000,000 worth of gold has been washed.
brate Fossils.” Another paper is nearly ready and one-of
From whence did it come? Geology says from veins of
two more so far advanced that it is hoped that they will
ore in the rock. Where are, or where was these veins?
be ready for publication before the close of the school
That is a geological problem and geology will answer it
year.
some day.
In Montana there are rocks and fossils representing all
the geological ages and many of the periods and epochs
AN INDIAN R O M A N C E
into which the ages are divided. Many of the collections
IS name was Gabriel. Outwardly he resembled his
of fossils were necessarily made in haste.
With more
illustrious namesake in no particular. The fierce
time and facilities for collecting, preserving and shipping
blood
of countless savage ancestors flowed through
much better collections can be made.
The great
his
veins,
but
in
the process of transmittance its fierceness
plains region in the eastern part of the state where the
had
been
diluted
and squeezed out, leaving but a sem
most beautiful and perfect specimens are found, is almost
blance
of
what
was—thanks
to the beneflcience, of the
unrepresented in the university. Some remains of those
progressive
white
man.
Tall,
straight,
and slender, he was
greatest animals that ever walked.the earth, the Dinosauri,
physically a type of the noble redman, but his dreamy eyes
have been found there and it is hoped that some of these
and gaudy, indolent figure reclining on the logs piled in
will be procured.
front of the government saw mill, lacked the spirit and
At the beginning of the present semester very little
alertness that made the irrepressible white man wonder
study had been put on any of the fossils except the verte
and more often shudder as he saw the gleam of steel, or
brates. Three of the students have been taking historical
a tomahawk flourishing over his devoted head. Be that as
geology and they have been determining as far as possible,
it may, Gabriel was an Indian whom Cooper might have
these fossils. Considering the circumstances they have
idealized, but whom stern reality made nothing more
done well. It was understood at the beginning that on
than an apparently lazy Indian. Yet as he lay there in the
account of our not having all the literature and no named
glorious October sunshine, gazing vacantly at the moun
fossils from other regions for comparison only part of the
tains now garbed in gorgeous autumnal robes, who knows
species could be determined. Then, too, part have never
but that fairy hands were building for him fairy castles of
been named. A good many of the species have been de
texture as fine and as exquisite as the more cultivated
termined in some cases enough to decide with a fair de-
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imagination of his pale-faced brother could weave? Or.
perhaps, ancestors long dead sat beside him whispering
tales of blood and rapine that would move listeners to
deeds of savage cruelty.
Whatever Gabriel’s thoughts were, they were pleas
ant, for he dreamed on oblivious to the busy whirr of the
mill, the harsh voices of employes shouting commands to
the Indians, the rumbling of wagons and resounding of
logs falling from the truck. But he was rudely awakened
by the sawyer who was in search of a man to help in the
mill and knowing Gabriel’s ability in that line, preferred to
chance the refusal of that whimsical worthy, than to em
ploy less efficient loafers.
“Gabe,” he said, “want a job? I need a man.” Gabriel
turned his fine brown ejres on the sawyer and answered
in his own language. “Oh, go long,” shouted the impatient
sawyer. “You needn’t t’ spout thet on me. I’m in a hurry.
Will you work?” Gabriel smiled displaying a row of
strong, white teeth.
“Me no want job. Like this better.”
“Don’t much blame you” commented the sawyer, but
being a government employe it*was not for him to en
courage laziness. “But,” he continued becoming inter
ested,” if you don’t work, how will you git grub and
toggery like this?”
“Oh! she last long time,” Gabriel answered gazing
fondly at his gay costume, then with a twinkle in his eye
he confided, “Girls like me.”
“Oil ho! . You bum grub off’n em?” Gabriel nodded.
“If I double your pay,” continued the sawyer, “will you
work?” Gabriel shook his head and the sawyer returned
to the mill, well knowing how useless it is to make an
Indian work, if his inclinations are otherwise.
Through the long afternoon Gabriel lay on, the logs.
He seemed to belong to autumn, so perfectly did his
brilliant garb, contrasting with his sombre face blend and
harmonize with the melancholy brightness of that dreamy,
lazy season. Not until the sun, as if loath to leave, gilded
the distant snow crowned mountains with its last rays,
and the sweet sound of the angelus bell broke the still
ness, did Gabriel bestir himself. Until the last sound cf
the bell died away in the silence of the evening, the savage
stood with head reverently bowed, then slowly sauntered
off to the neighboring Indian village.
In this fashion Gabriel watched the golden autumn
roll away, and saw the wind, each day more bold, tearing
off the garments of the trees, leaving them with bare
branches raised in mute appeal to a cold gray sky. Al
though the first light snows of November had begun to
cover the barren earth and reclotlie the naked trees.
Gabriel, deserted by other loafers, still lingered on the logs,
firmly refusing any job offered by the sawyer.
One day, however, when the sawyer had given him up
in despair, Gabriel sheepishly asked for work.
“So you’ve come around at la st” the sawyer said.
“Did the girls go back on you?”
“Me hev’ a sgamenehius (sweetheart)” was the smiling
reply, “Me work for her.”
“You don’t say,” exclaimed the sawyer adjusting a belt
on one of the wheels. “What’s her name?”
“Madeline; me call her Swee-enon (Pretty One).”
“You do? Wall git to work and see thet you stick to
it. I won’t hev’ no loafiin’, ” and the sawyer turned away,

confident that Gabriel’s industry would last no more than
a month at most; for Gabriel’s composition was a strange
mixture of civilized and uncivilized characteristics and
tendencies which saved him from the degradation to
which most Indians fall, and yet hindered his civilization.
When he worked, he worked well, but that was neither
long nor often. Consequently the sawyer was greatly sur
prised to see him toil faithfully through the long winter
months, dressed in ungainly (on an Indian) citizens clothes,
which he seemed to wear except at the rare intervals when
he was moved by the spirit of industry. His gay blanket
and scarlet shirt together with his richly beaded moccasins
and fancy leggins were laid carefully away and donned
only on Sundays and legal holidays.
Spring came; its sweet breath laden with the scent of
flowers and song of birds whispering day dreams to the
susceptible, enticing them to roam through the fields and
view her work. The sawyer, though an uncouth clumsy
man, was not unaware of Spring’s approach, nor deaf to
her low siren voice, but he conquered, as he had done be
fore, the intense longings of his soul and bent his whole
strength on his work, all the while keenly watching
Gabriel. He was not surprised when Gabriel, always the
first to leave, lingered after the shrill whistle had told the
hour of five and informed him in these words of his in
tention of “quitting:”
“Me no more work more.”
“Has the Spring fever set in? How about Madeline?
the sawyer asked, brushing the sawdust from his clothes.
“Me marry tomorrow,” Gabriel laconically answered.
“You come see me marry?” he asked anxiously.
“You bet,” cordially responded the sawyer. This was a
great condescension oh his part, for the sawyer held all
Indians in supreme contempt. However, he was partial to
Gabriel, in whom he recognized a kindred spirit, but which
he would admit not even to himself.
It was a perfect Spring morning on which Gabriel was
to wed; and being Sunday, the assemblage that witnessed
the ceremony was large, consisting mostly of Indians,
though there was a small sprinkling of whites—the agency
employes—since the event was to take place just before
Mass. The church, a small wooden affair decorated with a
few cheap prints of the Savior, His Mother, and St.
Joseph, was scrupulously clean and pervaded by an air of
sanctity, of which even a non-Catholic was conscious.
At the appointed time, the young priest stood before the
altar and called for Madeline and Gabriel to come forward.
Madeline, a pretty, trim looking girl of sixteen, clad in her
native dress, timidly approached the priest, but no
Gabriel appeared.
Twice, three times, his name was
called, while the bride stood alone before the altar. Final
ly, amid confusion and the suppressed laughter of his sym
pathetic friends—for it seems he was seized with a sudden
fit of shyness—Gabriel made his way to Madeline’s side,
laughing nervously in his blanket, which he had drawn
over the lower part of his face. All through the ceremony
he giggled, shifting his weight from one foot to the other
and responded almost inaudibly. When the priest gave
him the ring to place on Madeline’s finger, he was under
the impression it should adorn his own hand, and pro
ceeded, as calmly as circumstances would allow, to force
.it on his little finger. The priest, gravely informed Gabriel
of his error winch did not tend to lessen his embarrass-
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ment. With a few minor mishaps the ceremony was safely
performed and Gabriel and Madeline were man and wife.
Some might think owing to the apparent lack of rever
ence displayed during the ceremony, that their marriage,
like most Indian marriages, was unhappy, but such was not
the case. Down on a point where two streams meet and
mingled their waters, and tall trees cast long shadows, Ga
briel built a cabin to which he took his bride; and there,
in the words of the fairy tales, they lived happy to the
end of their days.
TH E A R T D E P A R T M E N T
HE. Department of Drawing is one of the rapidly
developing departments of the University. In the
afternoon on entering the rooms for drawing one
finds students occupied with different kinds of work. In
the upper room most of them are busy with charcoal draw
ings. Casts of plant life, or fragments of the human body,
and of various heads hang about the walls, the black
boards forming excellent backgrounds. One student, per
haps, is finishing a hand of Apollo Belvedere, another is inltent upon a mouth, while those more advanced are making
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Some hardly realize the benefit to be derived from the
study of art. It is of use even to the student who does
not desire to devote himself to it for any length of time, for
it is a means of culture and mental growth. The quick
obedience of the body to the mind, the ability to see
physical objects in their true proportion and relations and
to express those impressions, make it easier to see and to
express mental ideas in a like manner. Not only this for
it leads to a true comprehension and enjoyment of the
masterpieces of art. One who lacks artistic appreciation
is rendered blind to one of the most ennobling and up
lifting influences in life.
(The following parody was written by a member of th<
High School who expects to enter the University next fall:)
TH E GIRL W ITH TH E B O O K S
With apologies to the inventor of rhyme and metre.
Bowed by the weight of learning
She leans upon her ctazy-bone,
And gazes out the window.
The emptiness of knowledge in her face,

A R T DEPARTM ENT

careful studies of such casts as Michael Angelo’s slave, i
the Dancing Faun, the Dying Alexander, and the Venus of I
Milos. Some are drawing in pen and ink.
In one comer of the room is a case filled with the casts
not in use. About the walls are hung drawings that show
the general progress of the class from simple pencil studies
of geometric solids and still life to the more advanced char
coal work.
In the lower room the students in the elective course
are busy with crayon sauce, pen and ink, water colors and
oils. Along one side of the room are arranged still life
groups. Occasionally the programme is varied and one
finds them sketching from life, a member of the class
posing as a model, or listening to a lecture pn the History
of Art and examining reproductions of the old Masters.
Next year still another course is to be added to this
work, thus giving an opportunity to obtain a thorough
basis in drawing and painting.

And on her back the burden of fourteen years.
What made her dead to Batin and Algebra,
A thing that studies not and that often flunks.
Stolid and stunned, a sister to the ox.
What loosened and spread out her giggling mouth.
Whose was the hand that rumpled up her hair.
Whose breath blew out the light within her brain.
Is this the thing the Processor taught
To have dominion over clock problems and cube root.
To search the vocabularies and “pony” books for assist
ance,
To feel the passions of despair.
Down all the stretch of Hell to its last gulf
There is no other girl so lazy fts all this.
More tongued with censure for the man who invented
Latin,
More filled with hatred for all hard Tvork,
More filled with dread of the University.
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What gulfs between her and the Senior!
Slave to the wheel of study she grows tired of
Plato and the swing of Pleiades.
How much rather would she go bicycling
Than to#write papers for her Rhetoric.
Through this poor girl the suffering ages look,
Times tragedy is in that aching stoop,
In this poor girl, humanity abused,
Cries protest to the teachers of the world,
A protest that is also a prophecy—of times
When all school books will be piled up and burned.
Oh! rulers, professors, and teachers of all lands,
Take thou these books from out our hands,
And---- turn us loose.
D E P A R T A \E N T O E C liE A M ST R Y AND
p h y s ic s

PROPER question at the end of our first full year
in the new quarters is “what has been done in this
department and what can be done with the facili
ties that are here afforded?” A prospective student in look
ing over the departments in which he is most interested
would ask the above question. The answer to him will be
the burden of this sketch.

■

due to crowding or misplacement of apparatus, and the
only weak part of the equipment that was developed was
the ventilation which was found inadequate to the de
mands. When dangerous or noxious gases or fumes were
prepared the change of air was not sufficiently rapid.
Otherwise the students could proceed easily and rapidly
with their experiments, and the store-room was ready and
able to satisfy all demands made upon it.
In the courses of Qualitative Analysis and Introductory
Quantitative Analysis the work during the year developed
nothing new in the manner of testing the laboratories.
Everything arranged for this work was found convenient
and advantageous, and the work proceeded rapidly and
smoothly. However one class carried work in Quantitative
Analysis to a more advanced stage than ever before in
this University, and in this respect a test was made of the
facilities for giving the more advanced lines. The many
pieces of special apparatus that have been on hand for
some time awaiting this work, and the conveniences pro
vided for this work were all found to be highly satisfac
tory. The work advanced without a hitch and brought
credit to the department and student alike. The reference
library was found to be useful and the books well chosen
and all suitable. Hardly a book on the shelves remained
unused except those bearing on subjects not yet presented.

CHEMICAL L AB2RATORY

In the Department of Chemistry, the past year has
tested the facilities to the utmost. In the first place the
class in Introductory Chemistry was as large as the labora
tory was intended to accommodate being 21 in number.
As a result a test was made of the department and its abil
ity to care for so large a class when working together. It
is pleasant to record that the plans of those to whom the
arrangement of the equipmentwas left did not miscarry.
This class carried on the work without any inconvenience

However, the lack of delicate balances, special drying clos
ets, strong ventilation and a water power of constant
pressure was felt many times during the work. With the
early advent of these articles, the work as done and work
still much more advanced can be carried on rapidly and
with profit.
In the Department of Physics, the laboratory was
found capable of attending to the wants of 15 students
working at one time in the Preparatory Class. The ar
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rangement of working tables, of oases of apparatus and of
in good shape to give two years of advanced general ana
sinks was found to be altogether satisfactory, and with a
lytical work. One full year of work in Organic Chemistry
few more sets of apparatus a class of this maximum s'ze
of six hours credit can be given with profit to the students
can pursue the work rapidly and very pleasantly. The j and credit to the department. Advanced work in this line
work in College Physics has not been carried on far in the
beyond this amount is not offered, but the above statement
new laboratory. It is thought that the conveniences pre
shows four full years of work in these lines that are not
pared for this work will enable the same to be carried on
only offered in the Register, but the department stands
with much more profit and pleasure than ever heretofore.
ready to give them, both with the material for the work
With some additional pieces of apparatus that are very
and with library for the reference work.
essential and that will be purchased for next year’s work
In this connection it should be noticed that there is one
the subject can be given with credit to all concerned.
point often overlooked when estimating the ability of any
This department has also given work in Mineralogy,
department or the value of the work. In nearly every case
Blowpipe Analysis and Lithology, mention of which is
each department has some work that all students are re-

WOOD SHOP.

elsewhere given. This work has been found to supplement I quired to take before graduation. To provide for this
the work in Analytical Chemistry to a very marked degree
work in this course or courses is the first demand made.
each adding interest and informatioh to the other.
But required work will never build up a department, and
If. now the question becomes, “What can this De
it is not the students taking a subject because it is re
partment do?” we shall answer it as follows:—In General
quired of them that serve to reflect that credit upon a sub
Chemistry, Qualitative Analysis and in Introductory Quan
ject which is essential to’ the true success of the depart
titative Analysis, no laboratory can offer more advantages.
ment. That subject, which offers the greatest inducements
With one or two exceptions already mentioned for these
to the students in lines of advanced work, and which can
lines, no laboratory or department can offer more of the
present the advanced lines of work not only creditably but
elements that are necessary or essential for a student’s con
honorably and with results comparable to those of the best
venience or assistance. The rooms may be larger, the
of the land, is the one that brings home the credit and
number of desks and of students greater, some of the ap
value to the college. Forty students taking a required
paratus more complicated but these courses which cover
freshman study means far less than two students taking
two years of work can be presented as well in this labora
elective fourth year work in the same study. Therefore,
tory as anywhere in the country, equal instructing ability
let the prospective student who would search the various
assumed. It would be idle boasting for any institution of
colleges for tiie one most suitable for himself look well
this size or endowment to claim that it presents equal facil
into these lines of advanced work noting particularly the
ities for work in the more advanced analytical work, and it
number of years of work that one department can offer.
is with no apology that the claim is neither advanced nor
When such a student examines the Department of Chem
will it be. Nevertheless it can be fairly stated that with a
istry of the University of Montana he will not go away
few additions already enumerated this department will be
dissatisfied.

n
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Again, we all wish to present to students those sub
jects which give a broad and general training with a com
prehensive view of the many sides of human activity that
unfold before the student* For this purpose the required
work is maintained. Yet after all it is very doubtful, in
this new country where self-support is very nearly the first
aim of a student, if not the first, if a graduating class of
students who obtained only this broad and general training
and that indefinable something called culture and char
acter would reflect as much credit upon an institution as
one whose members could immediately do something to
show their talents as well as to make the state better by

extent. Call the graduate a specialist if you will he will be
valuable to the community at once upon graduation and 1
do not doubt but he will have just as much culture and
character as the general culture student.
UNCO/A/AON S E N S E .
End Man: “Which would you rather have, some sense
or Nickols?”
Middle Man: “Why of course I prefer nickels to cents.”
End Man: “I don’t, I would rather have some sense.”
—From The Wind Mill

SCIENCE MALL.

their culture. In other words, here as always elsewhere,
the question will not be “What do you know?” but “What
can you do?”
A college graduate who takes an inferior position in life
which he could have filled as well before his college course
and does nothing higher will scarcely reflect as much credit
upon his Alma Mater or upon himself as his classrnate
whose college course has placed him upon a higher walk of
life. The former may have character and serve a noble
purpose in his position as an exemplary man but his influence and the influence of his Alma Mater is in only a
small degree increased on account of his college course.
For this reason we present to students the advanced
courses of work and urge every student having any liking
or desire for the work to pursue it to the fullest extent in
order that upon the termination, his or her store of knowledge may be more than a lot of glittering generalities, that
he or she may know not'only some parts of many things
but a great deal of one. * Montana has need of such stud
ents as are more than animated text-books of one year’s

i
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THE EO O T BALL A E T E R /A A T H .
He cautiously counted his broken bones
And felt for his missing hair,
Then looked toward the grand stand
With a proud and eager air.
He had gone through the line for a good ten yards
And the crowd was applauding his play.
But he saw her there with another man,
And looking another way.
—Ex.

On the whole, our exchanges are good. However, there
is a noticeable tendency in the western college paper
towards too much localism. While this is interesting to
! the students for whom it is written, it is extremely tire
some to an outsider. To gain even a moderate degree of
success, a college paper must take into consideration ,not
only the students of its own college, but also the students
of other colleges and publish matter interesting to both.
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THE NAUGHTY NAUGHTS
With much effort and expense, the Kaimin has been
able to procure the following photographs and biographical
sketches of the members of the Senior class, the famous
Naughty Naughts.”—Ed.
Arles Chavery, the subject of the above portrait was
born in the Bitter Root Valley in the year 1773 A. D. At
the age of three years, upon hearing of the assassination
of Blaine, he arose, and with tears running down his
cheeks, delivered an extemporaneous address to an awe
stricken audience of three thousand people. At the close
of his touching eulogy, wise men shook their heads and
predicted that he would one day be Justice of the Peace.
After completing his common school education, he entered
the University of Montana, which he attended four years.
During this period he gave evidence several times of his
oratorical powers, and at length with marvelous forethougli and wisdom he concluded to graduate, and was
granted his diploma on the strength of his resolution.
Mr. Chavery has a light blue appearance, a brunette
eye, and a thirty-two candle power voice, and gives every
evidence of fulfilling the promise of his youth.

Muen Ebbray was born in Canada and at a date which
is impossible to discover, became a citizen of the United
States. After a thorough investigation of the statute books
from which he learned that he was not eligible to the Pres
idency, he determined to devote himself to the advance
ment of education and the uplifting of the human mind.
At the age of three, instead of attending an institution
in which he might prepare himself for his life work, and
believing that practice is better than theory, he secured
a position as a teacher at De Smet, where he taught for
some years. At length, desiring a course in higher educa
tion, he attended the University of Montana from which he
received his degree. Mr. Ebbray has a magnetic appear
ance, and a tall manner, and no member of his class was
better able to instruct the young idea in the art of shooting
than was he.

It has been impossible to procure the exact date of the
birth of Miss Knu Dowles, but as near as we can ascer
tain, it was somewhere in the early forties. Already in her
youth she exhibited an unusual taste for surgery, as is
shown by the following anecdote. When a very small
child, she was running away from home one day, when,
tripping over something in her path, she fell on a scythe
and severed both hands at the wrist. Instead of scream
ing, as girls usually do in such circumstances she arose,
and calmly taking a darning needle from her pocket, skill
fully sewed on the lost members. Prom that time her fate
was sealed. She was destined to become a physician.
Miss Lowles entered the University at the age of six,
where she devoted her time to the microscopic examination
of the human heart and its emotions. After receiving her
degree of B. S., she continued her medical studies at the
Columbia Daw School, from which she graduated with
high honors. From wide investigation by her biographers,
it has been ascertained that after her graduation from each
of these colleges, the absence of her merry laugh has made
a vacancy which can never be filled.
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WIDNEiY SALKEIi was born in Oberlin some years
ago, and pursued there his occupation of farming. He did
not decide upon his life work until one day, while play
ing a game of football, he suddenly became impressed with
the uncertainty of human life, and determined to make his
career one for the uplifting of humanity. With this end in
view he came to Missoula, where he ,took a position as
elevator boy in . one of that city’s numerous sky-scrapers.
Not long afterward he entered the University, and with his
mind still centered upon this one aim, he took up the study
of Geology. Mr. talker’s unusual brilliancy enabled him to
receive his degree after an attendance of one year at this
institution, and he was accordingly made a Bachelor of
Science. His career is a practical example of the pos
sibility of reconciling Theology to Science.
Mr. Salker. is not a blond. Neither is he a brunette. But
in spite of all this, his personality is most attractive.

Bertrude Guckliouse was born and raised on a B
Root farm. Gne long summer evening, while driving x
festive cows home from the pasture, she bethought heise^
that she would one day be a librarian. She immediately
left home to attend the University of Montana, where sue |
took a scientific course. Feeling that she required some j
further preparation for her life’s work, she took a course
in Agriculture at Bozeman, and received high honors. Miss
Guckliouse is of a vivacious and garnilus nature, and al
ways makes her presence felt. We predict for her a most
successful career.

Roline Ronkrite was born at New York at an unmention
able date. At the age of one year she presaged her natural
theatrical bent by giving a childish exhibition of herself,
and was lead weeping from the room, overcome by the
emotions which she was attempting to depict. At the age
of three she came to Montana, where she joined D. E.
Bandwagon’s great extravaganza burlesque company. In
the play of Richard III she doubled on the parts of Shylock
and Desdemona, which impersonation brought down the
house. The fire department was called out and Miss
Ronkrite was rescued from the ruins, after which she
enteered the University and took up the study of butter
flies. Miss Ronkrite still devotes herself to the impersona
tion of Shakespearean roles, her specialties being Omlet,
Wandero, and Julie Ett Caesar.
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Rercy Pennick was bom iii Missouri. In 1620 he came
to Montana, where he took out naturalization papers. Dur
ing the war of 1812, his family besieged by the Indians,
took refuge in old Fort Owen, and during the siege Rercy,
who was then but nine years old, nursed and cared for the
wounded. His precocious ability in this direction con
vinced him that he was destined for the medical profession.
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thoughts deep and original and well expressed and brought
forth remarks of admiration on all sides. His delivery
however, was not so good. lie has a good voice, but speaks
with his teeth shut tight together, which, though he was
easily understood, gives his voice a peculiar sound and
accounts for several of his mispronounciations. His ges
tures were rather too numerous and did not add to the
grace of his appearance. But on the whole, his oration
was well received and much complimentary comment was
passed upon it.
R. C. Smith of the Montana Wesleyan University of
Helena was the next in order. Mr. Smith was the young
est of the contestants, but exhibited self-confidence and
unusual ability. He is a very earnest speaker and shows
a great deal of feeling and fire. He spoke with a clear, dis
tinct voice, though rather rapidly. His appearance was
good, he was easy and self possessed and made but few
gestures. Mr. Smith’s oration was well worded, but on
the whole lacked originality, being mostly narratives from
books and papers. At the close of his oration he received
the hearty applause of the audience.
The next and last speaker was Lawrence Heckler, rep
resenting the University of Montana. As he rose to take
his place on the platform a breathless silence fell on the
audience and all through his oration, except when inter
spersed with applause, this intense interest was main
tained. There is little criticism to be offered on Mr. Heck
ler’s oration as the report of the judges shows. When he
had finished, the students could restrain themselves no
longer and broke forth into yell after yell. While the
judges were in conference, excited whisperings were ex
changed. and the whole body of auditors waited impa
tiently. Dr. Craig gave a short impromptu speech, there
were one or two musical seletions, and then Gov. Smith de
livered the report of the judges. The crowd listened anx
iously and when he announced that Smith lost 17 points,
Thompson 13 and Heckler only 7, the people went wild.
With this purpose in view he entered the University, where
The rooters forgot the elaborate yells prepared for the
he became Doctor of Philosophy. Upon his graduation he
occasion and simply howled. They yelled and cheered and
opened an office in the city, and joined the undertakers*
union. So far, Mr. Pennick’s career has been a most suc
threw their hats in the air, and the band burst forth in in
cessful one. His patients depend upon him with implicit
spiring strains. Heckler was borne up and down the
confidence, nad declare that they “Avill have no other.”
main hall on the shoulders of the excited crowd, and finally
packed into the bus with the band and driven to town to
the tune of a triumphant march. When town was reached
TH E O R A T O R IC A L C O N T E S T .
the parade commenced. The band took the lead playing
the cake walk. “I want my Lou Lou.” Immediately after
HE State Oratorical League held its first meeting
the band came the boys carrying the champion, and bring
in the Assembly hall of the University of Mon
ing up the rear, a howling mob. The sidewalks were
tana, Friday evening, May 4th. At an early hour
filled with the girls and everyone cake walked up and down
the hall began to fill. The rooters took their places in the
the avenue. They yelled, cheered and sang till their
right end of the gallery aud the judges and other officials
took the seats of honor. Here and there the crowd wa > throats were raw. and at last from sheer exhaustion the
crowd broke up. As the President has so often said, this
flecked with cap and gown, marking the collegiate. Amidst
is a day of first things,—and so for the first time in the
cheers the orators took their places and the long looked
history
of the University, Missoula saw a real college cele
for event had commenced.
bration.
C. H. G.
Mr. Stewart, President of the Association, gave an
opening address, which was followed by music. Then Mr.
Homer Thompson of the Montana State Agricultural Col
IN A D IF FE R E N T LIGHT.
lege took his place on the rostrum and the contest had
“To kill a little bird like that!
commenced,—the contest which was to show the people of
Oh, John, for shame!” she cried.
Montana what the University could do. All through his
• “I thought, you’d like it for your hat.”
oration, Mr. Thompson was followed with the closest at
“ITow sweet of you,” she sighed.
tention, and when he had finished he was roundly cheered.
—Philadelphia Press.
Mr. Thompson’s production was very well written, his
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Can he orate?
You bet! he’s great!
He has no mate
In the state.
Who?
HECKLER!!

•

•
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EUGENE H E L D 'S H R S T POEAA.
r n p HE following is the first poem that Eugene Field
I
had published. It was written while he was attending the Missouri State University, and was pub
lished in The University Missourian, April, 1872. In the
fall of 1871 the farm attached to the agricultural college
yielded a large crop of grapes. They were made into wine,
which was stored in a large tank in the basement of the
main building. Many attacks were made upon this tank
by the students, until, one night several of them were
caught by the president, Dr. Daniel Read, and Professor
Joseph Ficklin, of the chair of mathematics.
This poem is Field’s description of the incident.
VINUM ET PUERI.
Unus March nox, cune Doctor D------- •
Jacet in lectum peacefully,
Existimat andire noise
Yemens (Veniens?) ab damnatis boys.
Ille dixit, “Duterturbo,
Rt Statim ab sacellum go.”
Non sooner dixit quam ‘twas done,
In vaim daret on the run.
Sed primus at Josephus’ door.
He stops et raps, et---- nothing more.
Josephus, too, in lectum lay,
Et planned up problems ad next day,
Et lost in meditatio deep.
Tamenqne tired, could non sleep.
Cum suddenly a magnum sound.
Roused ilium ab his thoughts profound.
“Oome, care Joseph, sans delay!”
Id was the Doctor’s vox he heard
Et so he dressed sans nary word.
Et cum he ab the fores came,
He heard the doctor loud exclaim,
“Oh age, age! dear old feller,
Damnati boys sunt in the cellar!
Et ere nos know id, they’ll have drank,
The vinum ex the vinum tank!”
“Yes, we’ll away et spoil hoc fun
Et catch the rogues ere they’re begun!
If I can’t fiunk 'em at their tasks,
Ego will flunk 'em at the casks!
Et nos will vero mi mo see,
Si they can fool geometree.”
Ita the duo make their way,
Ad vinum cellar sans delay.
The Doctor stands outside the door,
Andiet young kits in a war.
Says one, whose nomen I’ll not state
“If Doc come here I’ll break his pate!”
Cum lo! the ‘door was opened wide,
The Doc was seen and by his side,
Sat earns Joseph, full of glee.
Et in his hand geometree.
Magnus dens, how the boys
Assarunt ex their drink et noise!
Et unus Senior, on his knees,
Cries, “Doctor, let me go, sir, si tu please.”
A Junior dixit in contrition.
“Don’t keep me off from exhibition.”
A Sophomore, wild and in despair,

Describes triangles in the air.
Cum, care Joseph cries with glee,
“State problem tenth, from Liber three.”
The frightened pueri all crowd
Around the Doctor, who, aloud,
Proclaims ut he will have to see,
Them ranged before the faculty,
Sed gloria to that faculty,
Doctor cavet, pueri, free.
D E S T IN Y .
F we accept the theory that the movements of the uni
verse are in accordance with predestinated laws, that
chance was not the architect of all the glories of the
skies and of the marvelous complexities which represent
our being, if we believe that the self immolition. and bloodbought achievements of the patriots and martyrs of his
tory, that the monotonous sadness of a daily round of
crushing toil which has been the lot of untold millions
through untold ages; is not a blind struggle toward a
phantom goal, then we must also believe that destiny or
fatalism plays a part in the affairs of man as a law operat
ing through the influences of the environments of his youth.
The so called accidents of birth and training create the
environments in which we first begin to exert our indi
vidual force, and under the influences of these surroundings
our character is formed, and our tastes and habits receive
a distinctive stimulus, moral and intellectual peculiarities
take root and grow under the light of those who surround
us.
The lights and shadows from foreign sources, the
glimpses of outside worlds, the dramas of other lives, the
sum of the realities which our preceptions make known
to us, give an individual type to our existence; but still
we are the creatures of our environment.
Every act of a man’s future career in the circle of life,
is a growth from the mental soil which has formed from
the fundamental elements which were derived in his child
hood and youth. Every though of any person is tinged
with the instruction of his childhood, and is an outgrowth
of the transitions of his life, modified and sculptured and
built on to; yet is always animated by the spirit which
sprang from the environment which pervaded his being
during the years of plastic immaturity.
Thus is a man limited to particular channels of thought
and expression, from which he cannot diverge without be
coming other than himself, these definite channels lead to
definite and fixed results which in their sum constitute
destiny.
Given a man of known'character, and being aware of
the impulses which incite him to different courses of ac
tion, we may predict the act which will follow his cogita
tion; for it must be the resultant of the weakness and
strength which has clung to him from the years during
which his life was moulded, modified only by the effects
of experience which tends to either intensify or soften the
man’s peculiarities.
The predetermined acts of this imaginary man. lead to
definite results which culminate in a series of events which
formulate the life of the man who inaugurated them.
Early environment foreordains the fortunes of individ
uals, but the laws of heredity work out the destiny of the
race by the transmission through all generations of the
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tendencies implanted in our ancestors, which by their de
velopment prepare the environments of successive eras of
men, and determining through infinitely intricate ramifi
cations the destiny of individuals and by aid of the laws of
attraction and repulsion between men, remote results of
hereditary instincts, the fortunes of nations are controlled
and through them the fate of the race.
Thus by means of natural forces the divine purpose
encompasses the world, and urges onward the human race.
BELLS.
PEAKING of bells,—did you ever think of the number
and meaning of bells? As to the kinds, they are
numerous; alarm, school, church, sleigh, cow, dinner,
and many other kinds Which may receive their share of
discussion before I am through. The dictionary says a bell
is a hollow metallic instrument which gives forth a ringing
sound, usually of a musical quality, when sturck by a
clapper or hammer. The earliest bells were four sided,
made of thin plates of iron riveted together. Now they
usually consist of an alloy of copper and tin called bellmetal. The history of bells is buried in obscurity. In the
time of Moses bells of gold were used, and Layard discov
ered small bronze ones in the ruins of Ninevah.
They were also used by the Hindu, Burmese, Greek and
Roman priests in their temples. It is not probable how
ever that bells of any particular size were made until in
A. D. 400, when the large Church bells were invented by
Paulinus, Bishop pf Nola.
They were introduced into England soon afterwards.
In the fourteenth century bells began to reach a large
size. The Great Bell or Monarch of Moscow is the largest
in the world, being above twenty-one feet in height and
diameter, and weighing one hundred and ninety-three tons.
This bell was never hung after it was cast in 1734, but
during a fire in 1837 it fell and was broken. It has been
raised out of the ground where it had sunken and is now
used as a Chapel. Other famous bells are; the Great Bell
of Pekin, Olmutz, Rouen, Vienna, Great Peter, Great Tom
and our own Liberty Bell, which, when liberty was pro
claimed in 1776, hung in Philadelphia.
The old bellman had his little grandson stationed below,
from whence as he heard the news he called it to the aged
man in the words of the poet which we all remember,
“Ring, grandpa, Ring, ring, ring for Liberty.” The old
man rang the bell until it cracked, and he himself died for
joy.
Many of our best poets have taken “bells,” as their
subjects. Tennyson, Poe. Campbell, Gray, Moore, Bryant
and others have written of them.
Church bells were at one time tolled for those passing
out of the world, it being a prevailing superstition that
bells had the power to dispel evil spirits and the custom
of ringing what were called passing bells, grew. By the
eighteenth century this bell had almost ceased to be heard.
The tolling continued in the old fashion except that it
took place after the death instead of before. It is now
used as an expression of respect for the deceased.
The custoft of ringing church bells for religious pur
poses was intstituted in 1327 by Pope John XXII. and in
remote; inland villages the church bells are often rung
as signals for the cessation and renewal of the toil of the
day.
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In these rural districts, when on the Sabbatli they hear
these sweet chimes calling them to the service, they start
from their homes. As they cross the meadows they hear
the tinkling of the cow-bell in the distance and as they
pass along they pick the dainty blue and yellow bells from
the roadside.
Before the day was divided into hours the curfew, as a
measure of time, was rung at sunrise, noontide, and sun
set, and in houses of the rich in olden times it was a sol
emn warning to the household to be in bed by seven, eight,
or nine o’clock. The origin of the word curfew is from
cuevre-feu, meaning cover fire, and King Alfred of Eng
land ordered that upon its ringing all the people shoul 1
cover their fires and go to bed. Now the curfew bell rings
at half past eight in winter and nine in summer, and its
sounds are supposed to send all girls and boys off of the
streets.
Then there is the school bell. As the curfew‘bell is a
summons to go in, so the school-bell is a summons to come
out at least it is in the morning and it depends, I suppose,
upon whether they are studious or not, whether it is wel
come or otherwise, but the dismissal bell is always wel
come. even in the University.
Even other bells, whose purpose is to summon are,
for instance, the fire bell, which for some reason seldom
If 'ever, fails to draw a crowd; the alarm bell, which calls
you from your bed in the morning; the dinner bell, which
I suppose, everyone appreciates, and the door bell. I’ll il
lustrate that one by a story. A small boy was trying vainly
to reach the doorbell of a Fifth Ave. mansion. Why, can’t
I help you. my little man, said a kind hearted old gentle
man. The little man consented. The B. O. G. gave a peal
ing ring and said “What are you going to do now?” “Cut
and run and you‘VI better too,” said the little man.
Then there are the sleighbells ,which we all love, and
the wedding bells, which peal forth the happiness of two
young lives united. Bells, bells, why, there are no end of
bells, and what would we do without them. We find them
where ever we turn, if we only think of it.
Lowell wrote:
Solemn the lessons your lightest notes teach,
Stern is the preaching your iron tongues preach,
Ringing in life from the bud to the bloom
Ringing the dead 'to their rest in the tomb.
BEULAH MORGAN.
TOR THE GOOD O E S E L L .
EPLORABLE is the condition of him who does not
enjoy the intercourse of congenial companions; the
willing hermit has either been born with abnormal
tastes, is a fanatic, who imposes on himself the conformity
to false ideas of duty, or a pessimist, who has allowed
bitterness to throw the forces of his constitution out of
due order.
But more to be pitied than the hermit is he who can
not enjoy solitude. What a balm for the sensitive nature to
retire where there are none to chide, to misunderstand,
none to blind us to our faults with flatteries, none to wound
our hearts with shafts of malice.
Emerson says that “we are as a lot of insane angels.”,
Then it would seem that the time during which we* have
stolen from the world’s turmoil, and rest in solitude are
our sweet sane moments how we may serenely contem
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plate self, view things in their true proportions and behold
the true purpose of living. Now, if ever, we are angels.
He or she who enjoys solitude in the fullest and completest sense has a dim consciousness that he is never
alone. A myriad of voices are ever within his hearing,
the great spirit of love is ever brooding o’er him.
How often while the sun sought the west have I felt
this to be my environment; how often the angels of fancy
have trooped silently through my soul, leaving behind
them a glory of golden thought; visions beautiful that have
comforted me when mind and body were racked with pain;
mystic flashes from that better land that have touched my
common place life with divine poetry; wishes great noble
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inferiors his accomplishments are apt to prove a vexation
to him.”
Much, however, is lost to the intellectual life if one re*
moves himself from all those capable of understanding
him, one can but receive great inspiration by actual asso
ciation and conversation but solitude will ever be a very
important factor in moulding the minds of the great.
It is necessary that we should abandon fanciful dreams,
put aside the small enjoyments in fashion as our work
requires. All who ever accomplished aught for the world
have been those who could cast aside intoxicating flowers
and luxurious couches for the spade or the pen; they did
not permit self love to bring them dissipation, that dissi-
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wishes to do for the amelioration of the human race; de
record keeper above will note because of my fervent long
ing.
But the advantage of solitude is not solely to dream;
we cannot give ourselves entirely up to vision; the dream
should be but the inspiration of the act, we must be plod
ders if we would ever make the noble dreams we have
dreamed living and true elements and conditions.
There must be unswerving toil and for the intellectual
worker, there is no surrounding so favorable for deep
original work as solitude. ‘‘There is, there is a strength
that comes to us in solitude from the shadowy awful pres
ence that frivolous crowds repel.”
We are often half amazed at the passionate love for soli
tude that dominated Hawthorne, Carlyle, Shelly, Turner,
Aguste Comte, Montague. Newton, Milton and others.
It is a mistake to imagine that the highest cultured are
the most popular or found of society; Hamer ton says,
“High culture always tends to isolate, lifts one beyond the
common class life around him, and if his lot be cast among

pation that whether mental or otherwise, carries with it
inert ion, self humiliation and discontent. There is a truth
evidenced since the birth of man, but a truth that in its dif
ferent phases ever seems new; how divine is it in its na
ture, how incomprehensible to the epicurean, that he who
has laid all on the altar of self, who hazards everything
for self gratification, always disappoints and displeases
self.
There is something lofty in our natures that cannot
be appeased by an aim so low as an existence for self;
there is something within us that so long as our hearts
are mean and selfish, gives the bitter to all the sweets of
fortune and fame.
The world may give a reputation for piety and great
ness, but the voice within whispers, “Ay, but we know
thou and T, that thy motive was contemptible, thy act
inglorious,” and the accused stands a craven before self.
Try as we will the nearest approach to happiness we will
ever make, is by .setting before us some purpose of which
the best within us is not ashamed, and striving for its
accomplishment earnestly.
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Now and then when the mists gather until we no
longer see where we are delving when we have written
until the letters are blurred and we cannot be sure of the
record we are forming; then let us lift our eyes to the
clear blue sky and read our Creator’s plan there, the as
surance of His love, and permit the airy nymphs of thought
to redeck with beauty the tasks that have grown irksome.
This is the stimulus that God allows His children.
E. B.
THE SIL V E R LINING T O TH E CLOUDSACK Morton was not handsome, but no one could deny
shouldered, and manly. His eyes were large beautithe fact that he was fine looking. He was tall, broad
ful brown ones, and his expression was tender. An ob
server might often see a look of sadness in his noble face,
but no one knew it’s cause. He was young, only thirty,
talented and wealthy, and had a host of friends,—why
should he be sad?
Among his friends was Alice Hill, also young and
talented, though not wealthy. She was an orphan and
lived with an old couple in a beautiful little cottage in the
suburbs. She supported herself by her writings which
were considered promising.
Of all the places where Jack was welcome, he loved
the cottage best, and the summer evenings often found
him there to ride, talk, or walk with Alice. Although they
were together a great deal and his visits were frequent
and regular, no one thought of their being lovers. They
seemed only the best of friends, and indeed never a hint
of sentiment was dropped between them.
But one evening as they sat together, Jack suddenly
turned and said, “Alice do you know that I love you, and
want you for my wife?” He could not see her face plainly
in the twilight, but he noticed that she hastily turned her
head and her voice was unsteady as she answered. “No, I
did not know it.”
“First I must tell you my story and then you are to
answer me,” he said. She did not speak so he continued,
“ten years ago I met a little girl, Margaret Mooreland was
her name, and we loved each other, devotedly, and although
so young, she was nineteen, I twenty, we became engaged
and for almost a year were more than happy. A persou
whom I thought our friend, came to me with stories of her,
and her actions, which I should have known, she was never
capable of, but they were made so plain, so plausible, that
I believed them and turned from her in disgust and anger.
She protested her innocence, and begged me to believe
her, but I would not and left her, with her last words,
“some day you’ll know the truth,” ringing in my ears.
In a short time she moved away and then I left, and heard
no more from her until two years ago I picked up a paper
and saw her name in a list of the victims of a railroad
accident. When I read the lines my heart smote me and
I began to wonder if I had been unjust, and a short time
afterwards I received a deathbed letter from the supposed
friend, saying the stories had been false and that she had
told them because of her own love for me.
As I read that letter I thought my heart would burst,
all the past came rushing back upon me with overwhelming,
force, the happy times we had spent together, how we had
loved one another, and then how I had wronged her. Never
was I at peace, I loved her, more even than when we were
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together, her image was constantly before me. You are
like her Alice, both in looks and manners, greatly like her,
and I love you. Your answer now?” “Then you do not
love me for myself alone?” she said. “Yes, I love you be
cause you are like the one I almost worshipped, why should
I not think of her even now when she loved me until her
death, I know?” And with a groan he buried his face in
his hands. Alice rose and standing before him, stretched
out her hands, and said, “yes, and she loves you still, O!
Jack, don’t you know me?” He slowly rose, and stood
looking at her a moment, then exclaimed, “Margaret!”
and clasped her in his arms.
“Margaret, my Margaret, he murmured, “why did I
make the mistake, the paper said M. Mooreland was killed?
And why are you here called Alice Hill?” “ ‘Twas mother
that was killed, her name was Mildred you know, come sit
down and I’ll tell you all. I was wounded, but as you see,
recovered after a long illness. Mother’s death left me
without near kinsmen, and as I wished to be independent,
1 came here, where I was not known, and under the as
sumed name began my work, and, well you know the rest.”
A month later there was a quiet wedding at the cot
tage, and Margaret Mooreland and Jack Morton had at
last found their silver lining to the clouds.
LOCALSWhat’s the matter with the Commencement number?
It’s all right!
What’s alright?
The Commencement number!!
It is, it is, it is all right!
Ain’t it a la la a a---- !!
Mrs. F. P. Keith entertained a few friends in honor of
her brother Lynde S. Catlin, Thursday evening, May 16.
Whist was the entertainment of the evening, and the head
prizes were carried off by Miss Hu Knowles and Mr. Wil
bur Catlin. The Booby prize by Miss Edyth Bickford and
Mr. Lynde Catlin. Those present were Misses Bessie Totman, Jiu Knowles,.; Sadie Catlin, Mary Craig, Caroline
Oronkrite, and Mrs.,.Keith, Messrs. Warren Wilcox, Ben
Stewart, Wilbur Catlin, Charles Sumner, Lynde Catlin,
and Frank P. Keith. ‘
It is understood that the following students have en
tered the Buckley Contest: Sidney Ward, Eben Murray,
Martin Tucker, and Charles Avery.
The senior class are sporting some fine pictures taken
by Schmitz.
To our athletics—Now is your chance to make a record.
Montana, Montana Zip-boom bah!!.
U. of M., U. of M., Rah! Rah! Rah!
Watch for the June 3rd number of the Anaconda Stan
dard.

Every one is preparing for field day and good events
are expected.
“Who can stop that midnight train?”
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Mrs. Walter M. Bickford aiul daughter Miss Edytli,
are visitors in the city from Butte.
Dr. and Mrs. Craig entertained the seniors and the
alumni on Friday evening. May 18.
Miss Elsie Rlieinard leaves the first of June for Chicago
where she will meet her brother Luther, who has been at
tending school at Newport News. While there they will
probably meet Mr. Geo. H. Kennett, one of our last year’s
graduates.
—Ex.
Messrs. Smith & Ashby, the orator and delegate respec
tively from the Montana Wesleyan University were enter
tained with a few others, at the home of Miss Bellew, on
Thursday, May 3d. After refreshments were served, the
merry party went to the depot to meet the Bozeman boys,
who came in on the 1:30 train. Those present were Misses
Lu Knowles, Bickford, Bellew. Roman, Cronkrite, Messrs.
Ashby, Smith, Stewart. Ward and Walker.
Rootabaga, Rootabaga, root! root! root!
He’s the boy from the Bitterroot!
The following is the programme for Commencement
week.
Friday, June 1, 8:30 P. M., Lecture before the Literary
societies by Mrs. Ella Knowles Haskell, of Helena.
Saturday, June 2d. 8:30 P. M., Declamatory Contest.
Sunday. June 3d. 2:30 I*. M., Baccalaureate address by
Rev. C. F. Brown, of Helena.
Monday, June 4th, 8:30 P. M.. Annual Recital of the
School of Music.
Tuesday, June 5th. Field Day.
Tuesday, June 5th, 8:30 I'. M.. Buckley Contest in Ora
tory.
Wednesday, June 6th. 10:30 A. M., Commencement.
Exercises—Address by Hon. A. B. Keith, Butte.
Misses Grace Buker and Preusse, and I^awrence Heck
ler, Elmer Woodman and Will Dickenson are uhderstood
to have entered the contest in declamation.
Miss Bessie Buckley has returned from a short visit in
St. Paul.
Lawrence Ebert expects to go on the geological survey
this summer.
The entry books for field day close on May 29th.
Prof, and Mrs. Scheuch leave for a long visit to the
Professor’s old home, in Indiana, at the close of the Univer
sity year.
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Mr. G. A. Murray, of Bangor, Me., a brother of E. H.
Murray, of the senior class, was a visitor at the University
last week.
Miss Wilson leaves for her home in Helena directly
at the close of Commencement week.
Some books which have had a great run:—“To get and
hang on to;”—“Wo gehen Sic;” “Captives of Expectations;”
“Warriors of Chance.”
II. N. Dion left for his home in Glendive before the
Commencement exercises.
Miss Pearl Schmalhausen *of the University, arrived
from Bozeman last week to spend the summer in Mis*
sou la.
The state oratorical contest took place in the Assembly
hall of the U. of M., May 4th. The following programme
was rendered:
PROGRAMME.
Music .................................................. ............. University Band
Vocal S o lo ............................................................Mr. McAllister
Benediction .................................................Rev. Walter Hays
Vocal Solo............... .................................. Miss Della Harding
Introductory.............................................. Prest. Benj. Stewart
O ration........................................ “Whither Are We Sailing?”
Homer O. Thompson, A. C., Bozeman.
Oration...................................................... “Municipal Reform”
R. C. Smith, M. W. U., Helena.
O ration......................................................... “The Ideal Nation”
Lawrence Ilechler, U. of M.. Missoula.
Decision.
Judges—Gov. R. B. Smith, Supt. E. A. Carleton, J. G. McKay
M u sic........................................................Harmonics Quartette
Benediction.
M u sic ............................................................... University Band
Miss Lu Knowles entertained the Young Ladies Whist
Club on Wednesday last. Miss Rankin secured first prize.
It is rumored that there will be a change in the Faculty
next year for which Dan Cupid will be to blame.
Miss. Louise Hatheway, at the close of the Commence
ment exercises, will leave for the Sound where she will
spend some time visiting relatives.
Miss Cronkrite entertained The Buds Saturday evening,
May 12th.

Prof, and Mrs. Smith will visit in Utica, N. Y., this sum
mer.

T. G. Hatheway will take his family to their new home
in Tacoma the middle of June. All of his daughters have
at one time been students at the University and their de
parture will be attended by the sincerest regrets of their
many friends.

Mrs. Glenny,of the first senior class, has returned from
a long visit in Iowa.

Miss Jimmie Mills was called to her home at Lo Lo
last week on account of the illness of her mother.

The Cold Springs ball team has challenged the Varsity
nine for a game on Field Day.

Gill Mills was a visitor at the University during his
sojourn in the city.
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PROCLAMATION
To the Students of the University of Hontana.
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a Classical Course, P hilosophi11 O V
ca' Course, a Scientific Course,
w
a Course in Mechanical Engi
n eer in g s Course in A ssaying,and a Course
in Pedagogy, you are in the right place.

M ONEY.
a HONEY-SAVING course
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in Ladies’ Jackets,C apes, Tail—
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